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REQUIREMENT ONE  ID TERRAIN FEATURES, ELEVATION AND RELIEF (PAGE 10-11)

1.  What type terrain feature is found at EG 17068044 ? 


2.  What type terrain feature is found at EG O6109015 ? What is the elevation of this feature ? 

3.  What type terrain feature is found at EG O3828106 ? What is the elevation at this point ? 

4.  What type terrain feature is found at EG O6249723 ? 

5. What type terrain feature is located at EG l6968856 ? 

6.  What type terrain feature is located at EG I7277815 ? What is the elevation at this point ? 

7.  What type terrain feature is located at EG O7817973 ? What is the elevation at this point ? 


 REQUIEMENT TWO - COORDINATE READING (PAGE 4-21)

  Determine the 8 digit grid coordinate location of the objects listed below to within 10 meters. 
 
8.  Wind tee in Grid Square EH 0702

8.  Mine in Grid Square EG 1378


  Identify the object or feature located at the following grid coordinate. 

10.   EG O5088718 

11.   EG O8339358 


REQUIREMENT THREE - DISTANCE (PAGE 5 - 3) WITHIN PLUS OR MINUS 50M

12.	Determine the straight line distance in meters from the road junction vic EG 16199158 to the road
junction vic EG 17429115?

13.	Determine the straight line distance in meters from the stream junction vic EG 07789224 to the 
road junction vic EG 08629158?

14.	Determine the road distance in meters from the road junction vic EG 17818286 to the bridge vic. 
EG 15028388? 	


REQUIREMENT FOUR - POLAR COORDINATE (PAGE 6 - 20)

15. What is located along a magnetic azimuth of 249deg at a distance of 6210 meters from the water tower in Grid Square EG O985 ?  What is the object’s eight digit grid coordinate?

16.  What is located along a magnetic azimuth of 2771/2deg at a distance of 5190 meters from the pump in Grid Square EG l699 ?  What is the object’s eight digit grid coordinate?
 
17.  Identify the feature located along a magnetic azimuth of 26deg at a distance of 2940 yards from the  road intersection in grid square EG O88877 ?  What is the object’s eight digit grid coordinate? 
 

REQUIRMENT FIVE - AZIMUTH (PAGE 6-4)

What is the Grid Azimuth from    

18.  The southern most building in grid square EG I394 to the TV Tower in grid square EG I287 ? 

19. The railroad bridge in grid square EG O292 to the road junction in grid square EG IO9942 ? 

	20.  The water tower in grid square EH 1704 to the pump in grid square EG 1699?



REQUIREMENT SIX - INTERSECTION (PAGE 6-14)

21.  Identify the feature and give its eight digit grid located along a magnetic azimuth of 53deg from the stream junction in grid square EG1199 and a magnetic azimuth of 120 1/2deg from BM61 in grid square EH1603. 

22. Identify the hilltop and give its eight digit grid located along a 
magnetic azimuth of 287 degrees from the road intersection in grid square EG 
0889 and a magnetic azimuth of 346 degrees from the windmill in grid square 
EG 0487

23.  Identify the object or feature and give its eight digit grid located along a magnetic azimuth of 250 l/2 deg. from the mine in grid square EGI378 and a magnetic azimuth of 124deg from the cemetery in grid square EGO979. 


REQUIREMENT SEVEN - RESECTION (PAGE 6-16)

24. You determine the magnetic azimuth from your position to the bridge in grid square EH1000 to be 291deg and the magnetic azimuth from your position to the road junction in grid square EG 1096 to be 216deg. What is the eight digit grid coordinate to your location and what object or feature is located there?

25. From your unknown location you determine the magnetic azimuth to the Violet Prairie Church in grid square EG 0687 to be 193 degrees and the magnetic azimuth from your position to BM  86 in grid square EG 0589 to be 260 1/2 degrees.  What is the eight digit grid coordinate to your location and what object or feature is located there?

26.  A patrol leader determines the magnetic azimuth from his position to the TV relay tower in grid square 
EO 1287 to be 5 deg. And the magnetic azimuth from his position to the SE 199 in grid square EO 1385 to be 76 deg. What is the eight digit grid coordinate to his location and what object or feature is located there? 



REQUIREMENT EIGHT - MODIFIED RESECTION (PAGE 6 - 19)

27.  You are located on a road running northeast to southeast in grid square EG 0385. The magnetic azimuth from your location to spot elevation 68 in grid square EO 0287 is 296 deg. What is your present location to within 10 meters? 

28. You are located on an unimproved dirt road somewhere in grid square EG 1592. The magnetic azimuth from your location to the Deschute Fire Tower in grid square EG 1795 is 12 deg. What is your present location to within 10 meters? 

29. You are on an unimproved dirt road in grid square EG 0986. The magnetic azimuth from your location to the road intersection in grid square EG 089877 is 329 Y2 deg. What is your present location to within 10 meters? 


PRACTICE LAND NAVIGATION COURSE PLOT  

1st Requirement:  Find your start point at Road Junction located vic. EG 05058482

2nd Requirement:  Proceed to your first point located at vic EG 05078555.  What is your magnetic 
	azimuth to this point? ____________  How many meters distance is the 1st point form your start point ? 
 				         30
____________
                     30
3rd Requirement:  Proceed from the first point to the second point located at vic. EG 05658504.  What 
	is the magnetic azimuth to this point? _____________  How many meters distance is the 2nd point
							31
from the first? _______________
				31



4th Requirement:  Proceed from the second point to the third point located at vic.  EG 06668510.  What 
	is the magnetic azimuth to this point? ____________  How many meters distance is the 3rd point
							32
from the 2nd?  _______________
				32		

5th Requirement:  Proceed from the third point to your final point located at vic. EG 07058463.  What is
	the magnetic azimuth to this point?_____________  How many meters distance is the final position
						        33		
from the 3rd? _________________ 
				33


NOTE:  Most daylight land navigation courses require that an individual find 3 out of 4 points correctly within 3 hours.  This time limit will include moving to your start point and plotting your points out on a map.  In addition you will have to plot your points outside in the elements and not indoors on a desktop.  If this practice exercise took 1 hour to complete then you would have only two hours to find at least 3 points and turn your sheet in. 

